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N AUGUST 1972, a small 15-year-old boy from Leith

in Edinburgh, the son of a ship’s caulker at Leith

docks, swapped his paper round for a new life as an

apprentice jockey at Hurgill Lodge at Richmond in

north Yorkshire.

Few would have believed that 50 years later that youngster,

Brian ‘Jock’ Bennett, would still not only be involved in the

racing industry, but also have carved out for himself a glittering

and successful career at the top level of the sport.

Born on December 8, 1956, he left Leith Academy at 15

with, as he puts it, ‘no qualifications except common sense.’

Always possessed of a keen work ethic, the youngster

supplemented the family income by delivering milk and

newspapers, but knew he would need to find something more

permanent and fulfilling. He applied for a job with the Post

Office, but before he received a response another idea was put

to him.

The newsagent for whom he delivered papers was a huge

racing fan, and bearing in mind

Jock’s stature, suggested that the

teenager might be suited to

becoming a jockey.

The idea appealed to young

Brian, who was keen to work in

the outdoors and to do

something interesting. The

newsagent thumbed through the

pages of his copy of Horses In

Training and gave him the names

and addresses of four northern

trainers, including that of Bill

Watts. Despite never having sat

on a horse, Jock wrote to Watts

on August 10, 1972, and

received a reply dated August 14

offering him a job as a first-year

apprentice at Hurgill Lodge. He arrived in Richmond that

weekend to begin his new life in racing.

To a youngster brought up in the fairly industrial setting of

Leith, arriving to work in a horse racing stable in rural north

Yorkshire must have been akin to arriving on the Moon. 

‘I loved it from the start,’ recalls Jock. 

‘I loved working outside and feeling part of the countryside.

Mind you, the hostel was a bit of a shock; there were six of us

in a pretty small room, with just three sets of bunk beds. My

mum told me later she had cried all the way home to

Edinburgh!’

Feeling a little homesick after a month or so, Jock paid a

fleeting visit home Comparing his old stomping ground to his

new life in the countryside, it didn’t take him long to conclude

he had made the right move.

Certainly, he didn’t get involved in racing for the money. His

first wage at Hurgill Lodge was £1.05 per week, with an extra

65p by way of a clothing allowance. He had been making just

as much money from his milk and paper rounds! 

‘Money was tight,’ he says.

‘We used to love it when the local farmer was haymaking.

He would offer the lads 50p a night to help out, with a sandwich

when you got there and a hot supper at the end of the night.’

As an apprentice, Jock had two rides in public, at Beverley

and Catterick, but his riding career was short-lived. 

‘To be honest,’ admits Jock, ‘I just wasn’t good enough. But

even then I knew weight might be a problem.’

Hurgill Lodge was an exciting place to be when he arrived on

the scene. Bill Watts had just trained Waterloo to win the 1,000

Guineas that spring, and throughout Jock’s time there the yard

enjoyed success at Royal Ascot through horses such as

Mountain Cross, Atlantic Traveller and Calpurnius.

Jock progressed through the ranks, becoming Second

Travelling Head Lad, then Travelling Head Lad and finally

Head Lad. 

While at Hurgill Lodge, he formed a life-long friendship with

Kenny Williams, who has also remained in racing to this day.

The pair were each other’s best man at their respective

weddings, and Jock is the godfather of Kenny’s daughter, Katie.

She is now a key member of the Johnston Racing staff team,

who just happens to look after Jock’s equine namesake, Sir Jock

Bennett!

NE of the most memorable moments of his career

came when Lord Derby’s Teleprompter was trained

by Watts to land the Arlington Million in 1985. Then

one of the world’s richest races, and, as Jock recalls, run at a

time when the exchange rate was particularly favourable, the

win sparked huge celebrations in Richmond. It was also a

hugely significant win as many all-aged Group 1 races were

then opened up to geldings.

When Bill Watts decided to retire in 1997, he offered to

introduce Jock to a number of Newmarket trainers. Not keen to

move from Richmond, Jock spotted an ad in the Racing Post

advertising a position at Mark Johnston Racing. 

‘I thought to myself “that’s a proper advert”, because it set

out the job description in full, outlined the conditions and the

pay,’ he says.

‘I decided to apply. But one day after the interview I was at

Ayr Races and all the talk was that Debbie Kettlewell was

getting the job. I was off for a few days, so I’d given up hope,

really, but it transpired that Mark had decided to create two
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positions – one for Debbie and one for me.’

Working as Second Head Lad under Brendan Holland, now

of the hugely successful Grove Stud, Jock became one of the

first Yard Managers when the new set-up was introduced at the

Johnston yard, and was delighted to secure Hayley Kelly as his

assistant.

Promoted to Assistant Trainer in 2005, Jock took over the

arduous task of preparing the Work List – the process of

organising which horses should do which type of exercise the

following morning, on which area of the training facility and

which rider should be on board which horse.

‘Mark was so thorough this task used to take him hours on

end,’ says Jock. 

‘He would start off going through the vet diary, which

covered every horse, making notes for each horse before

assembling the list. In those days we didn’t have the colour-

coded systems and software we have now to help.’ 

Jock’s involvement in the process freed Mark up from a task

the trainer himself admits was dragging him down.

In 2013, Jock was nominated for the Dedication To Racing

Award at the Godolphin Stud and Stable Staff Awards. To his

astonishment, and utter delight, he won not only

that award, but he was also chosen as the overall

Employee of the Year by the judging panel. 

‘It was a huge highlight of my career,’ he says

proudly.

‘It helped, of course, that I’d been nominated

for the Dedication To Racing Award just because

of my age, if nothing else! To be honoured by my

peers in the industry was especially important.

People who know me said it was the first time

they had seen me speechless!’

When asked to name-check some of his

sporting heroes, Jock is strangely reticent. 

‘Like most people,’ he muses, ‘I suppose I

would say that Lester was the greatest jockey, but

I’ve never really been someone who has idolised a particular

sportsman. I respect all sports people for what they have

achieved, though I must say I admired Bobby Elliott as a great

horseman when he used to ride out with the string.’

Asked to identify what he sees as his key strengths, Jock is

quick to respond. ‘Man-management and, I suppose,

organisation’ he states. 

‘I also get huge satisfaction in seeing people like Hayley

Kelly and Andy Bottomley progress into such impressive

individuals. I also love going racing, and spending time with the

owners. They put so much into racing, and it’s nice to

acknowledge that.’

OCK’s dedication to racing was further acknowledged in

2019, when he, and great friend Kenny Williams, were

presented with Lifetime In Racing Awards at Catterick

Racecourse.

Asked to nominate the highlight of his time in Middleham,
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Jock has little hesitation in picking Attraction’s feat in winning

the English and Irish 1,000 Guineas in 2004. 

‘There have been so many fantastic horses and people down

the years, but when Attraction made history it was extra special

because she was in my yard,’ he says.

‘I’ll never forget her fantastic wins and performances.’

Jock is now easing down on his workload and devoting a

little more time to himself, principally indulging his passion for

golf. But he hopes to continue making a contribution to

Johnston Racing for the foreseeable future. 

‘I’ve told Charlie I’m available to go racing,’ Jock states,

‘even if I’m technically off or on holiday. I’ve always put the

job first.’

Another aspect of the job he particularly enjoys is showing

visitors round the Johnston Racing estate. 

‘I love showing people round,’ he says, ‘and I particularly

enjoy when they ask questions, and the more difficult questions

the better. I’m looking forward to National Racehorse Week in

September, and we’ll be pretty busy with visitors then. It’s a

fantastic job to do, and who wouldn’t be impressed with the

stable and its facilities now?’

What significant changes in racing does Jock recall when he

looks back on his 50 years in the industry? 

‘Obviously, conditions for staff are much improved,

including pay,’ he concedes. 

‘When I was with Bill Watts, I can only remember one

person having a vehicle with which to drive to work; nowadays,

everyone has a car. 

‘The racecourses are only now learning to treat racing staff

better. I won’t name the course involved, but I can recall

Continued from page 15 arriving at it to find the hostel full, and being told that they

would put temporary beds in for staff  below the old numbers

board. Needless to say I refused to accept that. 

‘One particular thing I’ve noticed more and more is that,

despite the passage of time, some races are being run for not

much more prize-money than was on offer for the same race

years ago.’

Asked to name one thing he would change in racing if given

the power to do so, he thought hard before suggesting a safety-

inspired change. 

‘I would have all horses parade anti-clockwise, as they do at

Goodwood and Windsor,’ he says.

‘There was a nasty incident at Wolverhampton in 2007 which

I am sure could have been avoided by this change.’

Jock is renowned at the yard as being a respected mentor to

all members of the staff team. So what, we wondered, would be

his advice to young people coming into the industry. 

‘Always tell the truth,’ he advises, ‘even when you are in the

wrong. Employers will respect you for being honest.’

Finally we asked him to pick which one of his many

achievements in racing made him most proud. 

‘I suppose it has to be the Godolphin award,’ he says.

‘When I was called up to the stage to receive the major

award from Richard Hughes, I experienced a feeling like I’ve

never had before or since.’

To sum up Jock’s 50 years in racing, it would be difficult to

better the words of Brough Scott, who chaired that Godolphin

panel of judges. 

‘Jock Bennett should be an inspiration,’ Brough stated.

‘Not just for racing, but for life itself. He links old-fashioned

values with ground-breaking ways without ever losing the thrill

that lifted him from the beginning.’

Congratulations, Jock!


